
Color Switch

**About Color Switch**

Color Switch is an arcade game in which players have to bring a colorful ball through various

obstacles. However, the ball can only be brought through the obstacle if the obstacle and the ball

have the same color.

In Color Switch you have to bring a small colorful ball through various obstacles. Especially the

color of the obstacle and the ball play a big role here. The ball can only overcome an obstacle if it

has the same color as the obstacle. Since the ball changes its color after each obstacle, passing

through ever changing obstacles can be quite challenging. After each obstacle you also earn a

star. When you collect several stars, you can buy e.g. new "skins" for your ball.

**Color Switch - Functions:** 

- Bring the ball through obstacles: In Color Switch, it's your job to bring a small colorful ball through

many different obstacles. The difficulty is that the ball can only pass an obstacle, which has the

same color as the ball. However, as the ball changes its color again and again, you must

constantly adjust to the new color of the ball as you pass through obstacles. If the ball comes into

contact with an obstacle of the wrong color, the game is automatically over.

- Touch the screen: Controlling Color Switch is not very demanding. The important thing is that the

ball always keeps moving. If you touch the screen, the ball will move up a little bit. If you do not

touch the screen once, it may be that the ball simply falls down.

- Variety of obstacles: To keep the game challenging, you'll have to overcome different obstacles

in the course of the game. For example, there are triangles that not only have different colored

sides, but also rotate at the same time. In addition, you encounter cubes, which consist of

expanding and contracting colorful circles.

- Collect Stars: When you successfully overcome an obstacle, you receive a star as a reward. Once

you have collected several stars, you can use them in the shop and buy for example new "skins”

for your ball.

Conclusion: Color Switch is an entertaining arcade game, which convinces above all by its simple

gameplay. Nevertheless, the difficulty of the game should not be underestimated. Since you have

to overcome many different obstacles and the ball constantly changes its color, the game remains

exciting and challenging even after some gaming experience.


